In this chapter, authors Puneet Asthana and David Haslam review ABAP Workbench usage, including the repository browser, the ABAP Editor, the transport organizer, and more. Once you’re comfortable with these key concepts, test your knowledge with practice questions designed to help your ace your upcoming ABAP certification exam!
Chapter 4
ABAP Workbench
Usage

Techniques You’ll Master:
- Describe the features and capabilities of the ABAP Workbench
- Explain the structure of the Object Navigator
- Use the Repository Browser to edit repository objects
- Access the Repository Information System to search for repository objects
- Understand the Enhancement Information System and its use
- Work with the ABAP Workbench tools
- Identify the Front-End Editor and the various settings to improve productivity
- Determine the concept of the Development Package and the Transport Organizer
The ABAP Workbench is the development environment for the SAP NetWeaver Application Server ABAP and is available in every ABAP-based SAP system. The ABAP Workbench provides the development tool needed for application development. The Object Navigator, the central entry point into the ABAP Workbench, contains the most commonly used development tools and is the recommended development environment.

In this chapter, we will cover the ABAP Workbench tool and the Object Navigator in detail. We will explain the features and capabilities of the ABAP Workbench, discuss the structure of the Object Navigator, and discuss the various browsers available in the Object Navigator. We will cover the Front-End Editor, the Repository Information System, the Enhancement Information System, and ABAP Workbench tools such as the ABAP Editor, Screen Painter, Menu Painter, ABAP Dictionary, Class Builder, Function Builder, and Web Application Builder. Finally, we will discuss packages and their attributes and the Transport Organizer.

Real-World Scenario
You have started on a customer project as an SAP development lead and have been asked to explain SAP development tools and the various features of the ABAP Workbench and the Transport Organizer to the project team.

As a development lead, you have to organize the technical development for the project. Your job is to define the development standard and the tools to be used for the various developments. You also have to define the development project, package, system landscape, and transport strategy for all of the developments in the project.

Objectives of this Portion of the Test
One of the objectives of the ABAP certification examination is to verify your knowledge of the ABAP Workbench and the various tools associated with it. You need to understand the following to be a successful ABAP developer:

- ABAP Workbench and development tools
- ABAP Workbench settings
- The use of various browsers in the ABAP Workbench

Key Concepts Refresher
The ABAP Workbench is the integrated development environment for the application developer. The Workbench has most of the tools a developer needs to develop an application. Some of the most commonly used Workbench tools are:

- ABAP Editor
- Screen Painter
- Menu Painter
- ABAP Dictionary
- Web Dynpro development tools
- Package Builder and Transport Organizer
- Repository Browser
- Repository Information System
- Enhancement Information System

ABAP Workbench
ABAP stands for Advanced Business Application Programming and is the language in which most of the SAP business applications are written. The ABAP Workbench is the development environment for the ABAP developer. The ABAP Workbench consists of the development tools required for creating repository objects and can be started via Transaction SE80. The Object Navigator is the main entry point to the ABAP Workbench and can be accessed from the menu path Overview • Object Navigator.

The main screen of the ABAP Workbench is divided into the navigation area and the tool area (see Figure 4.1). The navigation area displays the object list as a hierarchy tree. The object list consists of all of the objects within an application area, package, program, global class, module pool, function group, and so on. The benefit of editing or displaying the object within the Object Navigator is that you can view all of the related objects for the program, class, module pool, or package as a tree structure and can access them from the navigation area by just double-clicking on the object. If you work with the repository object with the individual tool,
then you only have the option to work with one type of object at a time with one tool.

You can create your own worklist within the ABAP Workbench. A worklist is useful to help you manage the development objects on which you need to work. To create your worklist, display or edit the repository object first in the tool area of the ABAP Workbench. Then select Utilities • Worklist • Insert Current Object from the menu. This inserts the object in the worklist. You can display the worklist via the menu path Utilities • Worklist • Display, and an additional window for the worklist will be displayed under the tool area of the ABAP Workbench.

You can access the Reuse Library from the workbench menu path Environment • Reuse Library. The Reuse Library provides you with a set of reusable objects with example code and documentation. You can execute the code to display the result and copy the reusable code for your application development. The Reuse Library is displayed in the browser, and you can display the individual development objects within the Reuse Library by double-clicking on the product and reading the example code. You can also access the Reuse Library via Transaction SE83.

Similar to the Reuse Library, you can access the ABAP examples via the menu path Environment • Example • ABAP Example. The ABAP example programs are displayed in the browser, and you can display individual programs by double-clicking on the example program in the navigation area. The actual program is displayed in the tool area of the Object Navigator. ABAP examples demonstrate most of the keywords and syntax based on the ABAP documentation. You can also access the ABAP documentation from the ABAP examples screen. ABAP examples can also be displayed by executing Transaction ABAPDOCU.

You can display the context menu for an object within both the navigation area and the tool area by right-clicking on the object. The context menu offers only the functions that are relevant for the selected repository objects. You have the option to add your development objects to your favorites list within the Object Navigator by clicking on the Favorites icon in the navigation window.

You can access the individual tools to create the repository objects using individual transaction codes or access the most commonly used tools from the Object Navigator. The initial screen of the Object Navigator displays the Browser list on the top-left section of the screen. You can use for various development needs. You have the option to navigate to the relevant tool based on the selected browser from the browser list (see Figure 4.2). You can add or remove browsers from the list via the menu path Utilities • Settings.
The Object Navigator list has the following browser selection options in the object navigation:

- **Web Dynpro Text Browser**  
  You use the Web Dynpro Text Browser to edit the text of the Web Dynpro UI elements that are created or managed in the Online Text Repository (OTR). This tool allows you to change OTR texts associated with Web Dynpro views that have been stored in the OTR or inserted from the OTR in the Web Dynpro application.

- **MIME Repository Browser**  
  You use the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) Repository Browser to browse or import MIME objects such as style sheets, icons, graphics, and so on from the ABAP Workbench. The MIME Repository stores these MIME objects in the SAP system. The MIME Repository Browser automatically creates a folder for BSP applications. You can import MIME objects from the Repository Browser or view the MIME objects by double-clicking on them.

- **Tag Browser**  
  The Tag Browser provides the documentation of the user interface elements that can be used for web page development for BSP applications and Internet Transaction Server (ITS) templates. You have the option to filter the tags for the BSP application or the tags for the ITS templates. The Tag Browser provides documentation for HTMLB, BSP extension, BSP Directives, HTML, WML, and XHTML.

- **Test Repository Browser**  
  You use the Test Repository Browser to manage test cases. You can display eCATT test scripts, manual test cases, and external test cases. You also have the option to create test cases within the Test Repository Browser. It’s a good tool for you to manage the test cases within the Test Repository.

- **ABAP Unit Browser**  
  This ABAP Unit testing tool for developers is included in SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2 and is integrated with the Object Navigator. The ABAP Unit tool provides the ABAP developer with an easy-to-use software verification and validation mechanism. It is highly integrated with the ABAP Workbench, which makes it easier for an ABAP developer to get accustomed to an ABAP Unit. Using the service method of class `cl_unit_assert`, you can check many conditions; the system diverges to the ABAP Unit result display if some condition is not fulfilled. In the result display, you can navigate to the position where the error occurred that caused the incorrect result. The tests are implemented in plain ABAP Objects as methods of local classes.

  The test classes are part of the program being tested. This can be an executables program, a module pool, a function group, or a class pool. The program being tested can include many test classes, and the test class can contain many methods. All unit tests belonging to a program being tested are organized in a test task. You can test whether the test condition or the modularization unit works properly by using `ASSERT` methods. For functions and methods with returning, exporting, or changing parameters, you simply test with the relevant parameter to determine if the modularization unit returns the expected value.

- **ATC Result Browser**  
  ABAP Test Cockpit is a new integrated tool for quality checking of the ABAP repository objects and is available as of SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2 Support Package 2. The ATC Result Browser displays the findings of the ABAP Test Cockpit quality check run. The ATC Result Browser is integrated in Object Navigator, and it is used by the developer to resolve the issues reported in the ATC findings. The active ATC result is marked with a lightbulb icon and should be used by the developer to resolve the issues with the ABAP code. The analysis and the correction features of the ATC findings are displayed in the browser. The ATC browser opens with a **Quick Filter** option, and you can specify the filter criteria to filter the ATC findings. You can filter the objects for which you are the responsible developer and work on the list to resolve the issues with the code; you also have the option to specify the **Advance Filter** option and can switch between the Advance and Quick Filter options by clicking on the **Switch Filter** push button.

  You can double-click on the message in the browser to display the details and edit the program to resolve the reported issues or apply for exemption.
test system. The ATC can be set up to check the content of the transport request automatically upon release of the transport request.

The ABAP Test Cockpit is a good tool for ABAP quality management and can be used by the quality assurance team to check the quality of the ABAP programs in the ABAP consolidation system or the test or quality system. Typically, your consolidation or quality system is the ATC Master system, in which you perform testing and quality checks. The ATC central check run can be performed from the ATC administration, Transaction ATC in the ATC Master system.

The quality manager schedules the regular central ATC check run in the ATC Master system to catch the problems with the ABAP repository objects. The quality manager then designates the ATC result as the active result and publishes it to the development system. The published result from central ATC quality check run will appear in the ATC Result Browser, and the developer should work on the active result to resolve the problem with the ABAP repository objects or request for exemptions.

ABAP Test Cockpit is also used to check functional correctness and performance optimization potential for SAP HANA migration.

Other browsers such as the Repository Browser, the Repository Information System, the Enhancement Information System, and the Transport Organizer are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Repository Browser

The Repository Browser is one of the menu options in the Object Navigator and is started by default when you execute the Object Navigator (Transaction SE80). You can create and edit repository objects in the Repository Browser. The Repository Browser is the central and most commonly used tool for managing your development objects within the Object Navigator.

When we talk about repository objects, we mean all of the SAP-delivered objects and customer-developed objects. These repository objects consist of programs, classes, ABAP Dictionary objects, function modules, screens, menus, and so on.

The object list displayed in the Repository Browser is a hierarchical tree structure. You can navigate to a repository object by the application hierarchy, whereby you can list the objects within each of the SAP application components. The objects can also be listed in a hierarchical tree structure within a package, program, class or interface, BSP application, Web Dynpro application, local object, and so on.

You can display the object from the navigation area by double-clicking on it. The object will be displayed in the tool area of the object browser in the editor that has been used to create the object. The ABAP development objects are displayed in the ABAP Editor, whereas the ABAP Dictionary objects are displayed in the ABAP Dictionary tool. Similarly, you display the screens and the menus in the tool area in the Screen Painter or Menu Painter by double-clicking on the screen or menu in the navigation area. You can use the context menus in the navigation area to create or edit the object in the application area or package (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Repository Browser Navigation Area

You can create or edit repository objects only if you have the appropriate developer authorization and your user ID has been registered in the SAP Service Marketplace as a developer. You need to provide your developer access key the first time you create any repository object. You only have to provide the access key once because the system stores it for you in the table DEVACCESS.

Some of the common context menu functions for repository objects are to check repository objects, activate an object, copy or rename objects, and change the
package assignment of an object or write the object to the change request. You also have the where-used list function of the object from the context menu.

**Repository Information System**

The Repository Information System Browser is used to search for repository objects in the SAP system. The initial screen of the Repository Information System displays a hierarchical list of the categories of repository objects in the SAP system (see Figure 4.4).

The Repository Information System has a selection screen to provide the search criteria for the repository objects. You can search for repository objects within a package or search for ABAP Dictionary objects or programs by specifying the search criteria on the selection screen. Figure 4.5 displays the Repository selection screen for database tables within ABAP Dictionary objects.

You can customize the selection screen of the Repository Information System by selecting Edit • Settings from the initial screen of the Repository Information System Browser. You can specify in the customization if you want to see the default selection screen or the screen with all of the available selection criteria. You can also display all of the selection criteria for the object by clicking on the icon on the application toolbar.

You can specify the search criteria for the repository object in the selection screen and execute. The system displays the search results in the tool area of the Object Navigator. You can also select the object from the search result and display the where-used list of the object if required, and you can double-click on it to look at the object itself in the appropriate tool.

The Repository Information System is a useful tool to display the available enhancements within the SAP system. You can search for both the definition and
the implementations of the enhancement with this tool. You can filter your selection of enhancements by application component or package. You can search for business add-ins, customer exits, enhancement implementations, and enhancement definitions. For a detailed explanation of enhancements and modifications, refer to Chapter 18.

**Workbench Settings**

You can configure the ABAP Workbench to change its look and functionality. The workbench is configured from the menu path **Utilities • Settings** (see Figure 4.6). The workbench settings are user-specific and therefore do not affect anyone else in the system.

The Object Navigator can display only eight browser lists at a time. You can unselect the browser selection checkbox for the browsers that you are not going to use very often.

Within the Workbench settings, you also have the option to configure the ABAP Editor settings. You can select the new Front-End Editor, the old Front-End Editor, or the standard Back-End Editor and customize its settings. You have the option to set your default ABAP Debugger to either the classic or new ABAP Debugger. You can change your pretty printer settings, split screen settings, and the pattern settings. You can maintain the settings for the Class Builder, Screen Painter, Menu Painter, Function Builder, Repository Information System, Data Browser, Internet Transaction Server, Business Server Pages, Web Dynpro, Transport Organizer, SAPscript, eCATT, and proxy generation from the Workbench settings as well.

**ABAP Editor and Workbench Settings**

There are three different modes for the ABAP Editor:
- Front-End Editor (source code mode—new)
- Front-End Editor (plain text mode—old)
- Back-End Editor (line-based mode)

The three editors are fully compatible and interchangeable. The source code created in one editor can be viewed by all other modes.

The choice of the editor is based on the user-specific settings made in the ABAP Workbench. The editor can be configured within the ABAP Editor via the menu path **Utilities • Settings • ABAP Editor** (see Figure 4.7).
The Front-End Editor (New) option provides the latest editor and comes with SAP GUI for Windows 7.0. The new editor is an ActiveX control and is fully integrated into the SAP NetWeaver 7.0 environment.

The new editor has all of the modern code editing features:

- The left margin of the main screen of the editor displays any bookmarks and breakpoints. Breakpoints are displayed with a red stop sign, and bookmarks are displayed as a blue flag in the editor margin. You can set up to nine numbered bookmarks and an unlimited number of bookmarks that are not numbered on the editor for fast navigation within the code.
- The editor has a line number margin next to the editor margin, where the line number is displayed.
- The code changes are marked with a red triangle against the line number.
- The vertical scroll tip provides information about the current scroll position within the code, current function, class, or method.
- You can split the code editor screen horizontally by double-clicking on the splitter line on the vertical scroll bar. You can also just drag the splitter line to split the editor screen horizontally.
- You can collapse or expand blocks of code such as IF-ENDIF or CASE-ENDCASE.
- You can change the status bar of the editor displays the current status of (CapsLock) and (NumLock) and the line number of the cursor position. (CapsLock) and (NumLock) can be changed by double-clicking on them. Double-clicking on the line number displays the Go to Line dialog.

The Front-End Editor has two types of context menu; the context menu options depend on the area selected for the context. The margin context menu is displayed by right-clicking on the left margin and has the option to set breakpoints, delete breakpoints, set bookmarks, clear bookmarks, or navigate to a bookmark (see Figure 4.8).

The context menu in the editing area displays the menu options for the ABAP code. The editing area context menu has various formatting, editing, and navigation options (see Figure 4.9).

- The editor provides code hints at runtime as you type by suggesting keyword hints, block templates, and so on. You can accept the code hint by pressing the Tab key or insert a block template by pressing Ctrl + Enter. Furthermore, the editor supports WYSIWYG export functionality and exports to HTML, PDF, and RTF formats.
- The new ABAP Editor is a fully integrated development environment (IDE) for ABAP programming. It supports syntax highlighting, outlining language structures, real-time code hints, and auto-completion of language structures.
- With the new code editor you can customize the highlighting for the keyword, strings, and comments. You can customize the font, color, and size for ABAP keywords and comments. Similarly, you can customize font, color, and size for strings, breakpoints, and other display items in the code editor (see Figure 4.10).
You can customize the display settings of your editor. Figure 4.11 shows the display customization screen. The display and the word wrap options can be switched on or off according to your preference.

- Code completion has been added to the ABAP Front-End edition in SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2. The tool proposes appropriate ABAP words and operands for where you are in your code. To insert the proposed text, press `Ctrl` + `Space`.

- The other feature that’s new in SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2 is that with the new code-based view in the ABAP Editor, you can toggle between the classic form-based view in Class Builder and the new code-based view. This new view allows you to see a global class’s whole code, such as a program in the ABAP Editor, and you can edit the code. When you save, the modified source code is then split among the corresponding include programs.

- Finally, you can customize the code completion options for the editor. This option allows you to complete the available keyword from the dictionary or complete the class, method, or variable name within the scope of the visibility.

**ABAP Workbench Tools in Detail**

With the Object Navigator, you work directly with the repository object. The relevant tool for the repository object is automatically selected when you double-click on the repository object. The SAPscript Editor, Smart Forms Editor, and Customer Enhancement Projects are some of the development tools that are not available within the Object Navigator. The following are the most commonly used ABAP Workbench development tools:

- **ABAP Editor**
  The ABAP Editor is used to develop programs and can be executed via Transaction SE38. You use the editor to write ABAP programs.

- **Class Builder**
  The Class Builder allows you to create ABAP classes within the ABAP Workbench. You can create ABAP classes and interfaces, implement inheritance relationships, and create attributes, methods, and events for the global classes and interfaces that you build. You can access the Class Builder via Transaction SE24.

- **Function Builder**
  You use the Function Builder to write function modules and define function groups within the ABAP Workbench. You use the Function Builder to create, change, display, and test function modules. You can access the Function Builder directly via Transaction SE37.
- **Screen Painter**
  The Screen Painter is an ABAP Workbench tool used to create screens for SAP GUI transactions. You use the Screen Painter to create screens and write the flow logic for screens. You can access the Screen Painter via Transaction SE51. The Screen Painter layout editor used to design the screen has two versions: the alphanumeric layout editor and the graphic layout editor. By default, the Screen Painter layout editor is alphanumeric, but the mode can be changed to the graphical layout editor by changing the Screen Painter setting by following the menu path Utilities • Screen Painter and selecting Graphical Layout Editor.
  You define the screen attributes and the screen field attributes for the screen fields and the flow logic using the Screen Painter. You can create tab strips, table controls, subscreens, custom containers, and other screen elements using the Screen Painter.

- **Menu Painter**
  The Menu Painter is an ABAP Workbench tool to create the user interface for your program or transaction. You can create the menu bar, standard toolbar, application toolbar, and GUI title using the Menu Painter. You also assign the function keys to the functions you create in the Menu Painter. You can execute the Menu Painter outside the ABAP Workbench via Transaction SE41.

- **ABAP Dictionary**
  The ABAP Dictionary tool is an integral part of the ABAP Workbench. The ABAP Dictionary is used to create, change, and display transparent tables, pooled and cluster tables, views, types, domains, data elements, structures, table types, search helps, and lock objects. The database utility is also an integral part of the ABAP Dictionary tool. You can directly access the ABAP Dictionary tool outside the ABAP Workbench via Transaction SE11.

- **Web Application Builder**
  You can build web applications within the ABAP Workbench. The ABAP Workbench delivers the tool to develop ITS web applications or BSP applications.
  - ITS was the first approach by SAP to extend business applications to web browsers by converting the SAP Dynpro screen into HTML format, making it possible to access SAP transactions via web browsers. For ITS applications you can create Internet services for existing SAP transactions, HTML templates for the transaction screens, and MIME objects to add icons and graphics to the web screen layout.
  - You can also develop BSP applications with the Web Application Builder. You can design your web page for the BSP application using HTML and ABAP or Java Scripting language. You can define the page flow and implement the event handler with ABAP with the Web Application Builder for BSP. The Web Application Builder also allows you to define the theme for your layout and integrate the MIME objects into the web application.

- **Web Dynpro Explorer**
  The workbench has a tool for development of Web Dynpro ABAP applications (as of SAP NetWeaver 7.0). The tool consists of the runtime environment and the graphical tool to design the Web Dynpro views within the ABAP development environment.

---

**Enhancement Information System**

The Enhancement Information System provides an overview of the defined enhancements and the enhancement implementations within the Enhancement Framework. The Enhancement Framework is the technical basis for SAP’s enhancement concept (for detailed information, refer to Chapter 18). It enables you to see the enhancement definitions and implementations in the system.

The Enhancement Information System is a tree display structure for enhancement definitions and enhancement implementations. The enhancement element definition is displayed under the enhancement spot definition, which in turn is displayed under the composite enhancement definition. Similarly, the enhancement element implementation is displayed under the simple enhancement implementation, which in turn is displayed under the composite enhancement implementation. The enhancement implementation node is not displayed if the enhancement has not been implemented. Also, it is not necessary that all enhancement spot definitions or implementations are assigned to a composite enhancement definition. Enhancement definitions and implementations are discussed in detail in Chapter 18.

You can filter the display of the enhancements within the Enhancement Information System. You have the option to display any or all of the following: the composite enhancement, enhancement spot, enhancement implementation, or composite enhancement implementation within the Enhancement Information System (see Figure 4.12).
The enhancement spot definition can be displayed in the ABAP Workbench tool area by double-clicking on the enhancement spot definition in the navigation area. Figure 4.13 displays the Enhancement Spot definition screen in the tool area.

Similarly, you can display the Enhancement Implementation screen in the tool area of the ABAP Workbench by double-clicking on the enhancement spot implementation (see Figure 4.14).

### Packages and Their Attributes

Prior to release 4.6C, all ABAP development objects were assigned to development classes that were used to group related development objects. Packages were assigned to the application components. There can be multiple packages for an application component. As of release 4.6C and beyond, all ABAP development objects are to be assigned to the package. Packages are containers for the development objects within the transport layer that allow the objects to be transported. You can create or edit packages in the Package Builder in the Repository Browser. You can display all of the objects assigned to the package in the Repository Browser by selecting a package for the object list type. The SAP system has a predefined package ($TMP) to which all of the local development objects are assigned. Local objects assigned to the $TMP package cannot be transported. Nontransportable package names start with $.

The Package Builder can also be accessed via Transaction SE21 or SPACKAGE. The Package Builder is used to create and assign attributes to packages.

To create a package for your development project, you can create a main package and the subpackage, specify the package hierarchy, define the package interface, add elements to the package interface, and then define the use access for the package user. You create main packages only if you want to create a package hierarchy. Normally you create a package and specify the package type as Not a Main Package. You create the package from the Repository Browser (see Figure 4.15).
You specify the package name, short description, application component, software component, transport layer, and package type and then click on the Create Package icon. Customer package names should start with the letter Z or Y. The software component for a customer package is always HOME. The transport layer determines if the object assigned to the package is local or transportable. Normally, you carry out all of your development activity in the development system and then move your objects to the quality assurance system and the production system. Your system administration team will set up a transport layer for your development system, for which the transport route is defined to move the object from one system to another. Based on the transport layer, the objects assigned to the package are moved to the different systems defined in the transport route for the transport layer.

You can specify the package properties, use access, interface, and package hierarchy in the Package Builder screen in change mode. However, you are not required to specify the package interface or use access unless you want to protect the object assigned to the package from being used arbitrarily by other packages. Figure 4.16 displays the Package Builder screen where you can specify the package attributes. Packages have attributes such as nesting, package interfaces, visibility, and use access.

- Nesting allows you to embed packages in other packages, thus allowing you to split larger units of repository objects and structure them in a hierarchy.
- Visibility is a property of the package element. Elements within the package are visible to all other elements within the same package and are always invisible to the elements outside of the subpackage.

- Elements within a package can be made visible outside the package by defining a package interface.
- Use access is the right of one package to use the visible elements of the other package interface.

Figure 4.15: Create Package Screen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>Z5001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Description</td>
<td>Custom SD Application Development Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Component</td>
<td>HOME</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.16: Package Builder Screen for Package Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Z5001</th>
<th>Saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Properties</td>
<td>Use access</td>
<td>Package interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Description</td>
<td>Custom SD Application Development Package</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person responsible</td>
<td>BOUSER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created By</td>
<td>BOUSER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last changed by</td>
<td>BOUSER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Component</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Component</td>
<td>HOME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Layer</td>
<td>ZFLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system checks that your package complies with these rules based on the entry in the table PAKPARAM. The package check is switched off by default in the customer system. The entry GLOBAL_SWITCH for the key field NAME in the table PAKPARAM controls the behavior of the package check. By default, the GLOBAL_SWITCH key is set to OFF in the table PARPARAM. To switch on package check, set the GLOBAL_SWITCH key to RESTRICTED or ENTERPRISE.
Table 4.1 displays the values for `GLOBAL_SWITCH` and their effects on package check.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESTRICTED</td>
<td>The package check is only performed if you have selected the Package Check as Client or Package Check as Server Attribute in the package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3ENTERPRISE</td>
<td>The same checks that are performed for entry RESTRICTED are performed here. With objects belonging to structure packages, an additional check is performed to determine whether use access has been defined between them. Note that in this case an additional entry has to be made in the table PAXPARAM with the key field NAME equal to <code>SAP_DEV_SYSTEM</code> and VALUE set to X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Switches off package check.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Valid Values for Package Check

The Change and Transport System (CTS) provides you with a tool to organize your ABAP Workbench, cross-client customization, and customization work and then transport the changes through your system landscape. The CTS records all of the changes in the change request. The change request is also referred to as the transport request. You can release your task and the change request once you have completed and tested your development. You have to ensure that your development object is syntactically correct and active before you release the change request. The change request is then used to transport the changes to other systems or clients based on the transport route.

Repository objects and cross-client customizations are assigned to a workbench request, whereas the client-specific customization objects are assigned to a Customizing request. Each change request can have one or multiple tasks, and the repository objects or the customization objects are assigned to one of these tasks. The task is assigned to a user, and only the owner of the task can record his changes to the task.

There are two types of workbench tasks: development/correction and repair tasks. The repository object changes are recorded in the development/correction task if the current system is the original system of the object. The object is recorded in the repair task if the current system is not the original system of the object. All SAP standard object modifications are recorded in the repair task of the workbench request. Figure 4.18 displays the change request structure. The top level is the change request, and the lower-level number is the task of the change request.

Figure 4.17 Package Structure in Object Navigator of ABAP Workbench
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Transport Organizer

Each repository object is assigned to a package, and the package is assigned to the transport layer. If the route for the transport layer is defined in the Transport Management System (TMS), then the object recorded in the transport task is transportable; otherwise, the task belongs to the local change request.

The system administration team creates the transport layer in the TMS to transport the objects in your system landscape. The transport layer is assigned to the
development system. The administration team needs to set up a transport route after creating the transport layer.

There are two types of transport routes: Your administration team will set up the consolidation route for each transport layer and then the delivery route. The development system is the source system for the consolidation route, and the quality assurance system is the target system. You define the delivery route to transport the objects from the quality system to the other target system, which can be production and other training systems. So once the object is imported to the quality system, you need delivery routes to transport the objects from the quality system to other systems.

The Transport Organizer is integrated with the Object Navigator or can be accessed via Transaction SE10. You can display the transport request and the associated tasks of the request from the workbench by double-clicking on the request in the navigation area of the workbench. The request will be displayed in the tool area, whereby you can display the properties, objects, and documentation of the request. The request editor displays all of the recorded changes within the request (see Figure 4.19).

You can create change requests by creating the repository object. When you are creating the repository object, a dialog window appears to allow you to create a new request or assign the object to an existing request. The transport attributes are populated automatically based on the attributes of the repository object. Figure 4.20 displays the initial transport request screen.

You can also create the transport request from the transport organizer, but you have to populate the transport attributes on your own. You release all of the tasks within the change request and then the change request itself to transport the objects through your system landscape. The system administrator imports the objects to the target system. You can display the transport log by selecting the transport log menu option.

The Transport Organizer tools are integrated with the Transport Organizer. They are a set of programs that help you work with the Transport Organizer. You can start the tool from the initial screen of the Transport Organizer via the menu path Goto • Transport Organizer Tools (see Figure 4.21).
The tools can be used to search for objects in transport requests or include objects in the transport requests. You can search the request or task based on different search criteria. Similarly, you can display all of the modifications in the customer system using the modification browser.

**Practice Questions**

These practice questions will help you evaluate your understanding of the topic. The questions shown are similar in nature to those found on the certification examination. Although none of these questions will be found on the exam itself, they allow you to review your knowledge of the subject. Select the correct answers and then check the completeness of your answers in the following solution section. Remember that you must select all correct answers and only correct answers on the exam to receive credit for the question.

1. The Object Navigator incorporates a total of 11 browsers.
   - [ ] A. True
   - [ ] B. False

2. The Repository Browser is started by default when you execute Transaction SE80 for the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] A. True
   - [ ] B. False

3. You can list a maximum of six browsers in the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] A. True
   - [ ] B. False

4. You can maintain SAPscript forms and SAP Smart Forms within the ABAP Workbench.
   - [ ] A. True
   - [ ] B. False

5. The Repository Information System is a useful tool to search for customer exits/function exits and BAdIs in the SAP system.
   - [ ] A. True
   - [ ] B. False

6. Which of the following statements about the Object Navigator are true? Select all that apply.
   - [ ] A. ABAP programs can be displayed and edited in the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] B. Screens can be displayed and edited in the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] C. Menus can be displayed and edited in the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] D. You can create BAdI implementations in the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] E. You can create customer projects (Transaction CMOD) in the Object Navigator.
   - [ ] F. The ABAP Dictionary can be maintained in the Object Navigator.

7. Enhancement definitions and implementations can be displayed in the Enhancement Information System.
   - [ ] A. True
   - [ ] B. False

8. Which of the following is a true statement? Select all that apply.
   - [ ] A. All customer repository objects have to be assigned to a package.
   - [ ] B. Packages use interfaces and visibility to make their elements visible to other packages.
   - [ ] C. The transport layer is a mandatory input field for the package.
   - [ ] D. A package can be nested.

9. The software component for a customer package can be...
   - [ ] A. HOME
   - [ ] B. Any SAP software component (i.e., SAP_APPL, SAP_BASIS, SAP_HR, etc.)
10. Which of the following is a true statement? Select all that apply.
- A. All transportable objects have to be assigned to a package.
- B. Local repository objects can be transported.
- C. Repository objects and cross-client customization objects are assigned to the workbench request.
- D. Client-specific customization objects are assigned to the customizing request.
- E. Inactive objects can be transported.

11. Which of the following is true? Select all that apply.
- A. The repository objects and cross-client customization objects are recorded in a task belonging to a local change request if there is no consolidation route leading from the current system defined in the Transport Management System for the transport layer.
- B. The repository objects and the cross-client customization are recorded in a task belonging to the transportable request if the consolidation route is defined in the Transport Management System.

12. There are ____ versions of the ABAP Editor.
- A. 3
- B. 4
- C. 2

13. Repository objects are client-specific.
- A. True
- B. False

14. ABAP Unit Test Browser is included in Object Navigator with SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2.
- A. True
- B. False

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

1. Correct answer: A
   The Object Navigator has a total of 11 browsers, as an additional ABAP Unit Browser has been added in SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2. In earlier releases, it was nine. The following are the object browsers available in the ABAP Workbench:
   - Repository Browser
   - Repository Information System
   - Transport Organizer
   - MIME Repository
   - Tag Browser
   - Test Repository
   - Enterprise Service Browser
   - Web Dynpro Text Browser
   - Enhancement Information System
   - ABAP Unit Browser
   - ABAP Test Cockpit

2. Correct answer: A
   The Repository Browser is the default browser for the ABAP Workbench.

3. Correct answer: B
   You can display up to eight browsers in the ABAP Workbench.

4. Correct answer: B
   You cannot maintain SAPscript forms or SAP Smart Forms in the ABAP Workbench.

5. Correct answer: A
   You can search for enhancements including business add-ins and customer exits with the Repository Information System.

   You can edit or display ABAP programs in the ABAP Workbench in the ABAP Editor. You can display or edit screens within the ABAP Workbench in the Screen Painter. You can display and edit menus within the ABAP Workbench in the Menu Painter. The BAdI implementation tool is not integrated within the Object Navigator, so it’s not possible to create BAdI implementations in the Object Navigator. The customer project (CMOD) is not integrated within the ABAP Workbench, so it’s not possible to create customer projects with the ABAP
Workbench. The ABAP Dictionary is integrated within the ABAP Workbench, so it can be maintained in ABAP Workbench.

7. Correct answer: A
Enhancement definitions and implementations can be displayed in the Enhancement Information System.

8. Correct answers: A, B, D
You can create a local object and assign it to package $TMP$, but you have to assign the object to a package (whose name does not start with ‘$’) if you want to transport the object from one system to another. A package has to define a package interface and visibility to make its elements visible to other packages. The transport layer is not a mandatory input field for the package. The transport layer is assigned to the package if it is defined for the system. A package can be nested.

9. Correct answer: A
The software component of the customer package should always be HOME.

10. Correct answers: A, C, D
The repository object has to be assigned to the package to transport the object to another system within the system landscape. You cannot transport a local repository object. Repository objects and cross-client customization objects are assigned to the workbench request. Client-specific customization objects are assigned to the customization request and are not assigned to the package. Inactive objects can be transported.

11. Correct answers: A, B
A local change request is created if the consolidation route is not defined; otherwise, a transportable change request is created if the consolidation route for the transport layer is defined.

12. Correct answer: A
There are three modes of ABAP Editor: the new Front-End Editor, the old Front-End Editor, and the Back-End Editor.

13. Correct answer: B
Repository objects are cross-client objects, and therefore they are system wide.

14. Correct answer: A
ABAP Unit Test Browser is the new tool in Object Navigator in SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EHP 2.

**Takeaway**
You should now understand the ABAP Workbench features and be able to navigate within it. You should be able to use the available browsers within the ABAP Workbench and complete your development in an efficient manner. You should know how to configure the ABAP Workbench and the various development tools.

To be a successful developer, you should know about all the available development tools and their uses. It is important to understand the features of the new ABAP Editor because it will be very helpful for your application development and will increase the productivity of your development team.

Finally, you should understand the package concept and the use of the Transport Organizer. You should understand the concept of the transport request and the different types of transport request and their use for the migration of development objects from the development environment to the production environment.

**Refresher**
Table 4.2 shows key concepts about the ABAP Workbench.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABAP Workbench</td>
<td>The ABAP Workbench is an integrated development environment for the ABAP developer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository Browser</td>
<td>The Repository Browser is a tool within the Object Navigator and is used by the developer to access the repository objects and workbench tools to create repository objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository Information System Browser</td>
<td>The Repository Information System Browser is a search tool to search for repository objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement Information System</td>
<td>The Enhancement Information System is a tool to search for enhancement definitions and implementations in the SAP system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Organizer</td>
<td>The Transport Organizer is a tool to work with the change request and the objects within the change request. Using this tool, you can view the objects assigned to the change request and the transport log of the request.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this chapter we covered the ABAP Workbench and its use in detail. We covered some of the most commonly used browsers such as the Repository Browser, Repository Information System, Enhancement Information System, and Transport Organizer. Furthermore, we discussed the ABAP Workbench, the new ABAP Editor, and the concepts of package and transport requests in detail. This knowledge will allow you to easily pass this topic on the certification examination.
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